Latest News

• 04-03-2013: New web site about IPv6 deployment at CERN: http://cern.ch/ipv6
• Older news

IPv6 Network Service

• Service Description
• Implementation Plan
• Test the IPv6 connectivity: RIPE and OVH

Applications testing

• WLCG applications
• Oracle

Documents and Resources

Documents

• Resource repository
• Presentation about IPv6 deployment at CERN
• IPv6 training for CERN

Knowledge base

• Configuring IPv6
• Introduction to IPv6
• How to implement IPv6 applications and how to update an IPv4 application in order to support IPv6

Useful links

• IPv6 Act Now!
• Issues which may occur
• IPv6 automatic survey
• 464xlat
• EGEE IPv6 followup
• EGI IPv6 activities
• IPv6 Portal
• IPv6 adoption seen by Google
• IPv6 penetration in Switzerland
• About Security:
IPv6 NDP exhaustion
RFC 5375: IPv6 Unicast Address Assignment Considerations

HEPiX IPv6 Working Group

- Kick off presentation by Dave Kelsey
- Presentation at CHEP 2012
- CERN presentation at HEPiX Fall 2011
- Upcoming WG meetings
- Hepix IPv6 WG web site
- WG Wiki
- Mailing list: ipv6@hepixNOSPAMPLEASE.org
- Mailing list archive
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